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INDIA IN 'DZAM-GLING RGYAS-BSHAD 

-Lama Sherab Rhaldi 

[The book 'Dzam-gling rGyas-bashad (Geography of the World) 
occupies an important place in Tibetan literature from the historical and 
positional points of view of world geography. The major part of the 
book is about India ('Phags-Yul); since the most important elements 
of Tibetan culture, namely, Dharma, and Akshara or Lipi, came from 
India. The learned author of the book Lama Tsenpo was born near 
the famous mountain called Amnye rMa-Chen sPom-ra in Amdo. He 
is known as the pioneer writer on geography of the world in Tibetan 
literature. The author wrote about 1820 on the world outside Tibet 
in three chapters. In the first chapter he wrote about that part of the 
world in which great countries like India were situated. In the second 
chapter he wrote about the routes to India, the different holy places 
there, the people of India and their religiOns and customs. In the 
third chapter he wrote about the rest of world in general terms. The 
India portion of 'Dzam-gling rgyas-bshad has not been translated into 
English. It is for me a matter of privilege and honour to attempt a 
translation of the introductory portions on India. I ardently hope that 
this humble attempt will be appreciated by scholars interested in 
Tibetan history and I request their advice on improvement in my ren
dering of the original text into English. I have also kept the notes at 
a minimum, but I hope to provide adequate annotations, when the 
entire translation is completed. 

My native village sMar-Khog in Golok (mGo-Log) is about 
one hundred and ten kilometres south west of Amnye-rMa-Chen sPom
ra and I first heard about the learned Lama Tsenpo and his great 
work when I was only twelve. I was greatly impressed by the Lama's 
work on geography and I hope this English translation will be apprecia
ted by all scholars interested in Tibetan studies.] 

The Indians, themselves call (their country) Hindusthan. The 

Europeans (call it) ~~ (Yin Te We Lang) and in China it is 

known as ~ ~ 1!::a"''>j~1 (Kvau Thyen Gruu Ko Ham Ta). 
Famous as tir.; (Thyen) (Arya)-this noble country of India, has the 

shape of a triangle (Chos 'Byun~ in Tibetan). 

It is a vast (country) and in the north extends to the Himala
yas or the snow covered ranges. In the other three directions it is 
mostly bounded by (different) seas and the narrow southern extremity 
extends far into the ocean. In the centre, between east, west and 
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south is Mount Vindhya. In the black mountains 1 of the southern 
Himalayas there are some (important) regions of India, so the Achar
yas have said. These countries are also described on the map. (Cal
led Sa Yi Go La in Tibetan). The country (of India) is plain for the 
most part and there are only a few mountains with forestl, various 
flowering plants and many fruit-bearing trees. 

The Ganga, the Sindhu, the N<..nnada, the Brahmaputra and 
the Yamuna commonly called Jamuna and many other rivers, large and 
small, flow in all the four directions and there are (smaller) rivers in 
between. In this country in the time of spring and early summer the 
climate is hot. Some times, in the spring it is very windy but that is 
for short periods only. In late summer and autumn, due to torrential 
rains, the heat is not excessive. In the winter time, because it is quite 
warm, the springs do not freeze and snow does not fall. Frost some 
times occurs; but throughout the four seasons the fields (remain) cul-

tivable and very many different kinds of grain are grown. ~ (Salu) 
or white rice itself is known as ~ m (Thakur Bhoj), the food of 

rich people. It is fragrant, delicious and large-grained. Another 

variety called q-'tuTftfi'if (Ponafij), i.e. rice colour is ydlow, colQured 

rice. This thin rice is also fragrant. The rice called 'lnmr (Suk~ 
hadhasi) smells of the six medical herbs. The small grained rice called 

'{r~fij' (Rajhisi) when boiled becomes fluffy, delicious and very 
soft. Thus there are more than a hundred different varieties of rice 

The best of the pulses are 'if;rcti (Chanaka) or Chana ~ (Kulata) 

Ifrw (Monga) in Chinese called ~ ~T (Lus Dvuo) and 'fl'" 
(Masha) called mr)~T (Shao Dvuo in China) etc. Among the 

common pulses there are five colours of ~ij' (Vitawvasi), three 

kinds of 11G"{ (Matar) white, black and variegated and mustard called 

in China mr~~'lT (Shao-vendvuo) of two varieties and so 

on. Thus there are many kinds of pulses. There are different kinds 

of mai~e, known (in Tibetan) as the crop which requires no cultivation 

~. (Chena) and ~ (Kankuni) or in Chinese ~T (Tsebo) and 
*(other) millets have more than a hundred varieties. That which is 
called \;ffo (Dzati) or barley is known as ffi'~ (Kvao Lang) in China. 
There are many varieties, white and blat::k, big and small, good and bad. 
There is \If\if'{ (Bhajira or Bajra) called ,{~-f (Yus-ku) in China and 
white and black sesamum as well. White and black sugar cane, two 
kinds 0 f cotton plant called ;::r'{lf (Narama) and ~ '( (Ru Ae) and so 

-I i.e. covoered by forests. 
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on. The different kinds of crops are beyond counting. The fruit 

called l'fiC~ (Katahari) jackfruit is (as big as) a man can carry. The 
cover is blue green and contains many fruits yellow in colour, in 
size like a duck's egg and very sweet. It grows where the trunk joins 
the branches. The fruit called'fl'lf (mango) has twigs with three lea
ves each and is shaped like an apricot. Different in colour, taste, lea
ves etc. are mangoes of red, yellow, orange, blue, green and many 
other colours. In size they range between two folded hands pressed 
together and a hen's egg. The taste is of many kinds both sweet and 
SOUTo The trunk of the ~ Kela (banana) tree is wrapped in leaves. 
The leaves are twice the span of a man's arms in length and one span in 
width. The fruit is shaped like Linga (male gender). In width it is 
between four or five fingers, and the length is a span or more. They grow 
connected at the stem in groups of two, three, seven eight etc. The taste 
is very sweet. In Tibet it is known as donkey's ear or Indra's hand. 
Other (fruits) are called Ql[Q' 'mi (Amrita fala) ~ qm' (Jambu 
fala) ~ (Amli) ~ (Gular) mNl'O (Anjita) or known in 
China as 'fIT OR (Au pa Kva) ~ (Setafala) or ~ 
Lung yan (in Chinese) and ~ (Guava) or 1f1f~ (Yalis) ~ 
(Tsohara) or Qj~lfirr (Khasu pani) ~ Selo or ~ Gushi and 
different varieties of oranges known as iffif'r (Naramgi). There 

are Q ~~ (Shamkh Dharya) etc. and ii'trT (Naepo) of many 
varieties. Almonds are known as r Gya-gar-sTar-ka (in Tibetan)2. 

d"1'6 I'i'1'i(if or pear (Tentu ka fala) or in Tibetan Amar fruit is known 
in Amdo as donkey's ear. There are also grown peaches, apricots, 
"'three year peaches", pomegranates, green and purple grapes 01 
many varieties, water-melon ~ called f1Imr.rr (Shis Ova in 
China and (another melon) called q;f~ (Kalin Ta or mtnn' Ta-gva). 
The last is not very sweet in flavour but otherwise similar to the former. 

~ Musk-melon or called it.r~ (Men Thyen Gva in 

China) is very sweet. ~ (Kacharya) or ~ (Shang-gva) in 
Chinese is about the size of a fist and white, yellow, blue, green, 
black or multicoloured. There are many varieties of colour, taste and 

shape of ~ or cucumber in Chinese called fi!ffl rrr (Shish 
Hulo). Some are sweet and some are not. They are of different 

sizes. ~ (Go hum Ta) or ~ Lvo Gva is orange in colour. 
les size varies from the size of a Tibetan water jar to that of a man'. 

head. The fucrq~ Site Go Hong Ta or ~ Dung Gva 
2 • Indian almond 
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(in Chinese) is light blue and about the size of a man's head. ~ 

(La Au Ka) or ~ Hu Tsi, ~ Sutahe or <rT<IT ~ Yaya Hvu Lu, 

~ (TsiTsi Nar) f~ Ziggva, ffie: Shita or ~m gbang Gva, 

..mrr Kuola, ~ifT (Khu Gva), also called ~ifT Lau Gva which 

means petals of the golden flower. q;CC (Fatta) or fq:<rf;:f Chitsi is or 

several kinds white, blue, golden etc. fl (Tumbu) or called R 
(Hulu) in Chinese, in Tibet is known as ~ Kubar (Kuwa) and so 

on. There are many varieties of fruit bearing plants. ~a' 
Suthini Gandh is called W'""rll.'T (Shan Yao) in China. ~~ 

Sakra Gandh, (Sweet potato) is a root called ihq~ (Pae Shuu) in 

Chinese and is about as big as a medium sized radish. In flavour and 

like Tibetan 00 Groma, it has white and red verieties. The 

root called ~ Purana is not in flavour and about the size of a water 

jug. The root called ~~ Alu (Potato) various in size from about 

the same as a thumb to that of an earthen vessel and is sweet in taste. 

Otherwise there is 'fi'~ (Gandh Ling) or ~~ Tshi Kau; ~t(' ~ 

(A Kye ya Gandh) or ~ Pehes. ~ (Salagha) called ~ 
Man Kying; ~ (Karam) or ~ Feia, 'Cf~ Gha Jra called ~ 

(Hulobu); ~ (Rayimula) or cFaT Kaita Radish li~ (Laphug) 

in Tibetan and various kinds of edible roots;:rlf.tr (Non Yi) ~ .. 
(Bathuba), ~ ~ (Chandan-bathuba) and ~)~ 

(Bosta) and so on many kinds of vegetables. mKhal-ma Dzo-sha3 

(in Tibetan) called fllfllT Shima, there are large and small, white and 

black etc. various kinds. Likewise there are some varieties of ~m .. 
Churla or in Chinese called ~lr) Kyang Huo. ~ Prapar and 

fm-r (Mithi) or WTtpT Shomuza etc.; many kinds of pulse can be 

prepared as vegetables. There are many edible flowers and roots 
which grow in water: white lotus, common pink lotus, ~ 

(Kumud) (water lily), red and blue ~~nF Utpala (a lotus) etc. and 
also there are ~ (Champaka in Tibetan) flower or called in 
Chinese ~ (Yus Thang) ~ (Kipata) or f~ (Ling Tsao) 
~ (Kadampa), i~ (Sela) , ~ (Kulahra) or ~ ~'ffi 
(Dzuu Chau Mis) J~ (Kulmenta) or f~<r (Tichitsova) 
~T (Kulasafo) or <J;fif::;;r;:r ~ (Yus Chin Sang) ~ (Bhel) or 
~i,f6= (Chinyangthing,) ~ (Chameli) or l11f.:r ~ (Mono-
dPa) and;fm (Mokara), ~ (Kulapa) or fl:rij' ~ (Mis-bkaes) 

3. mKhal-ma Dzo-sha is said to be kind of fruit of two 
species used in kidney disease. 
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~(I' ( Satakul, ) or ~ft:Qf<f"rq« (Yos Kyi Mis, ) ~ 

(Rakapur) or f~ ( Dzulan) and ~{1dqlfafd ~~)~f~ 

(Kulatapatriti Jouyosjus;) - more than a hundred kinds. '«Ii~ 

(Patasohaka) or in Chinese language lfit;:'li ... ;; (Frang Frun) etc.; 
of flowers which grow on bushes and trees there are different varieties 
beyond counting. Also in the forests there are edible tree-fruits: 

f~ (Bilva), ~o (Kayeta) and ~ (Goyu) etc.; the edible 
flower ~ Mnhuva; the edible leaf 41"1' betels; the edible branch 
cane; the edible shoot of the bamboo; the edible root called 

~ (Aluka) and 0tiT (Tala) the sap of which is drinkable and so 

on. There are many kinds of edible wild plants. There are many 
kinds of wonderful timber: white and red sandal, three kinds of cypre-

sses; qn;r (Pal), mT;; (Pagon) ~ (Shalmapa). iio (Bata) 

and m Bargad etc. 

Among the animals, the Ganj Raj ill three to four times as large 

as the common elephant. In the Sutras it is refered to as 'I1f$='(T;o:r " 

Ba-gLang (in Tibetan). The elephants which flourish on mount 

Malaya ~ are much larger than other elephants and are known as 

incense elephants. The elephant known as '!',f.r (Khuni) has no 
tusks; in colour and form it is unpleasant and it is very fierce. The 

elephant which comes from the land of lRlf (Mag) is tame, small of 

stature with proper gait etc. The horse which can travel on the sur

face of the water is known as the finest horse. The horse called m~ m 
(Tachi Ghora) has a splendour body and having long legs like 
those of an antelope, travels by leaps and bounds. The horse called 

~l{; m (Turuki Ghora) (Thurky ?) is large bodied. These 

days many come from fllf~ (Yili). Apart from these, there are 

many kinds of horses called m!i.o (Gomshtha), eeq (pony) and ~ 

(Kana Kye) etc. of small size. There are many kinds of cattle, inclu
ding the cow which, while never giving brith, continually produces 
milk, known as wish fulfilling (cow). There are buffaloes; the one 

humped camel called mf'ii (Sangti); the two humped:afc (Uti); 
mules; donkeys; goats; sheep and many other kinds of animals. 

There are four varieties of Vajra Ratna. ~<.i' (Gaumad) is 

of the same material as ~ (Padma Rag), but white in colour. 

+. Ba-glang is called Gaja in Sanskrit. 
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The jewel called ~ <:fir (Pushpa Rag) is of the same material 

as above but yellow in colour. Also qlQ<:fir (Padma Rag). ~;fu;r 

(Indra Neela) , ~~ (Margad),;;~ (Nal), m (Thonka) or 
greenish blue and <f~ (Vaidurya) in colours: white, golden and 
blue respectively. There are five kinds of pearls and 
four corals. There is gold, sPugS (in Tibetan), silver, 

sPur Len, 6 conches which tum to the right; m\i"Jrd (Shaligram) 
etc" There are many kinds of jewels" The many varieties of silk 
include ~~ (Paraposa), ~ (sKyen Khab,) m (Sar~ 

vapa), ~ (Dhotama) ij'fuVfT;; (Tisithan), +rfw~ (Mashiru 

etc" There are very many kinds of cotton, the best of which, costing 
hundreds of thousands (are known as) ~ (Sri Shaba), ~ 
(Atvasa), and ~ (Kaji) etc. Apart from these, there are many 
kinds of clothing such as ~ (Lata), ~ Sal, lifi'I'Rf (Banata) , etc. 
There are very many kinds of wealth including gold, silver and cop
per coins etc. The animals of the forest: wild elephants, rhinoceros, 
forest buffalos, wild horses, wild cattle, wild men and prm 
(Krishnasar) black antelope and many other kinds of deer. 

There are birds of many kinds whose song is very pleasant 
and who are resplendent with feathers of (many) colours such as pea-
co~k. parrot, cuckoo, ~ (Koyela) and Tf~ (Gurling) etc. There 
are many kinds of wonderful birds such as the ~~ (Garuda), blue 
necked bird (i.e. Neel-kanth) and the bird called Bya VuLa 
(Bagula)7 whose beak is one cubit in length. There are various kinds 
of carnivpra: Tigers, Lions, Bears, Dred Mong, Leopards, 8 ~ 
(Gung),9 Jackals, Shahegosa, (w~) Sharbha-(~) etc. 

The dangerous and venomous snake called ~ (Ajgar) 
is capable of swallowing a bull alive. The very venomous snake called 

f;:r~ (Chitaprapara) travels beneath the surface of the earth. 

The one called ~ (Kareta) has thickness of a pillar and as 

~. sPug- ~,~ a kind of gem . 

. 6. sPur Len in Tibetan-It is not identified proper English-
word. 

1. Bya Vu La. May be spelling mistake (Begula ?) 

8. Dred Mong- a kind of bear in Tibet. 

9" Gung-a kind of cat. 
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long as seven or eight times a man's length, as it travels it emits a hiSSing 

sound. The (snake) called "fl'(Cflf<o (Ghorakarita) is like the fore~ 

going in size etc., it stays in trees coiled around them. There are many 
varieties of large snakes; one has one hom and sounds like a horse. 

There is a (snake) like animal called 1ft (Bhom) with edible 

flesh. So I have heard. Apart from these, there are snakes of various 
sizes, from more than half the span( of a man's arm) to the span of a 
man's hand. There is a snake white in colour. The skin on its head 
has the shape of an umbrella, and inside its brain is the jewel called 

~ (Sarvarnanu) with this jewel at night it appears that the 

snake travels with a lamp. When it moves, it has the power to go as 
swiftly as an arrow. It is extremely poisonous, and called in Indian 

language, ~ (Ghomwana). There is a snake called ~~ 

(Maho Rak) in colour either blue or red with many heads. It can take 

life with just a glance. The snake called q-"rf.:lj'l(' (Paunyiya) is green 

in colour like a peacocks throat and is small in size. It is very poisonous. 

The one called mifli (Dhamin) has a head at either ,end. Also 

there is a seven step snakelO• The one called son of the wrathful 
one, is variegated or red in colour and is extremely venomous. 

There are many kinds of poisonous small creatures, such as 

the insect ~~ (Alim Kar) , the scorpion, the rTa Bla, and 

leeches of two kinds., those which live in water and those which live 
on dry land. 

There are many kinds of honey bees called m: (Bhamra), wfa 
(Dhati) fm (Bhrimgi) etc., ants houseflies; and harmful in~ 

sects of very many kinds in lakes and rivera. There are ~ 

(Rohita) and (other) fish which are edible. There are inedible and in
teresting fish of many other kinds. There are many harmful croco-

,diles; ~~~ (Kumbhira), one crocodile the killer of babies. 

'f (Gila) V1fT (Graya), w;nr (Sunis), etc. There 

are many interesting (or wonderful) creatures such as 
snails making conches, turtles, oysters, cowries, crabs, water-snakes, 
mermaids, sea-horses, water-sheep, water-cattle, etc. So I have heard. 

In divisions of the country are villages, cities and towns. 
There are innumerable holy places of the leader of those who conduct 
"others to freedom", the King of the Sakyas as well as of those Buddhas 

10. Seven step snake - after the bite the victim goes only 
seven steps before collapsing. 
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who came before him. There are thrones where they sat (and taught), 
monuments reminding us of their activities and stupas containing their 
relics in their interior. There are many holy places and monuments 
where the highly attained Bodhisattavas (of the past) took whatever 
form was appropriate to convert beings (such as) kings, ministers, mer
chants, householders, teachers, brahmins, rishis, birds and animals etc. 

There are many wonderful holy places where the Bodhis
attvas gave in charity their entire bodies, limbs or parts of them, their 
sons, wives, kingdoms, and so on. 

There are many holy places where Sravakas and Arhants were 
born, the houses where they lived and stupas (which preserve) the 
relics of those who passed beyond suffering and without leaVing any 
remains etc. 

There are the staying places and viharas of the highly attained 
Pandits such as Sri Natha Arya Nagarjuna, the individual meditation 

caves of ~ (Saraha) , ~q'f (Luyipa), f{t~&l (Gaura.khsha) 
etc. and of the eighty four Mahasiddhas and the places where 
various signs of accomplishment were shown by them. There are foot 
prints of Mahadeva and many other such gods; as also the places where 

many Asuras were subdued and specially the Dwarf or 11?\1;:r 

(Bhawon), i.e. Yarnan Avatar, said to be the incarnation of Yaisravani 
• 

the birth places of ~ (Narasingha) or Miyi Seng ge (in Tibetan) 

~lI!Ulf (Parashuram) or dGa' Byed sGra sTa Chan (in Tibetan), 

~T'qUf (Ramana) and PJl' (Krishna) or black Brahmin. 

There are also many (other) places where demons, Asuras, Yakshas 
etc. were subdued. Moreover there are the places of origin of many 

Rishi! such as Kapila, Yyas, wi' (Arga) , ~~fjf (Bhar

dvaja), Gautarn ctc., and places where various amazing things arose 
from miracles and from the power of curses were witnessed. The won
derful holy places of many Dakinis, both worldly and those passed 
beyond the world1! who are openly dwelling or wandering (inside 
our world) is beyond counting. How can one describe them comp
letely ? 

I I. Passed beyond the world, i.e. having attained Wisdom. 
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GLOSSARY 

Note :-Some of the names given can be identified. They are given 
below. Some, however, have not been identified. 

Rivers. 
I. ~ (*"') - Ganga 

:! • ~ (fWl!) * Sindhu 

3. ;:(If;rcr (~) ~ Narmada 

4. .~~ (~~~) ~ Brahmaputra 

5. ~ ~l{T ~ - Yamuna or Jamuna 
Grains, Cereals 

I. m~ (m:r) ~f-: '!iff~ - a kind of fine fragrant rice 

:I. ~ 'IT;:r (~'fl\il') - the food of rich people 

3. q)uTfTwr - yellow colour rice, the thin is fragrant 

4. wnnfq - this rice smells of the six medical herbs 

S • ~~ - when boiled becomes fluffy delicious and very 
soft, etc. 

- pulse 6. ~ ("f;rr) 
7· ~ (~) - a kind of pulse 

8. iflw ll"q' - a kind of kidney bean 

9. lfrl'f (~i{) - a kind of pulse 

10. f~~ - there are five in colours 

II. ~ - pea 
12. ;ri (~) - maize 

13. ;f'l not identified 

1+. ~;; (~f) - a kind of com 

15. \il'fG' - not identified 

I 6 . oqf~ (iiT\il"U) - a millet 

17. <rof - not identified 

18. ~ - cotton 

Fruits and vegetables. 

I. - jackfruit 

2 • 'fTlf - mango 

3 . <t~ (if;m) - plantain, banana 
4. ~~ - a bunch of grape or pear 

5. ~ ~ (~) - black plum. 
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6. 

1· 
8. 

9· 
10. 

II. 

12. 

Slm; (~) - amla 

~~ (~~\) - a wild fig tree 
~ - fruit of custard apple tree 

~ (~) - guava 
l.J'Tft;m - not identified 

~ - seed of the poppy plant 

~ - not identified 

~fu " 
;ni:fu (<rrorr ) - 0 range 

W~ not identified 

16. .riff " 
11. ~ (~Ilf)- almond 

, 

18. ~ (~) Diospyros Embryopteria, a tree of average size 

19. (~) ~ - water-melon 

20. ~ (~) - water-melon 

lI. ~'if (~) - musk-melon 

22. rn (~is~) 
23. ~ (~) - cucumber 

24. fu~~~ not identified 

2S. ~ (~r) - gourd 

26. ~ - not identified 

21. ~\ (f;:ff:;:m.) - !.nake-gourd 

28. f1:ro - not identified 

29· 

30 • 

31. 

3 2 • 

33· 

34· 
H· 
36 . 

31· 

38. 

39· 

40 • 

~, 

iT~~ 
"'''' 
~rrrf:l(~~) 

~ 
~ (~(~j 

~'1f~ 
~~ 

- bitter gourd 

- not identified 

" 
- sweet-potato 

not identified 

-potato 

- the priyangu creeper 

-not identified .. 
" 
- carrot 
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41. 

4 2 • 

43· 

44· 

45"· 

46 . 

47· 

4 S. 

49· 

so. 

1:rflf~ -not identified 

, (11m) - radish 
'i)f.~ not identified 

iif'fT (illl{Cfr) - the pot herb chenopodium album 

~., ~ (:q~~ iif,!W) - a kind of herb 

~ (1l1HfT) - poppy 
~ not identified 
'" 

Flowers. 

" 
- a small plant, the leaves of which are used as 

vegetable, fenugreek 

- not identified 

I. "l~ (~~) - water- lily. 
2. ~ (~) - the blue lotus 

3. ~ - the chrunpak 
4. fiI;q"o - not identified 

5". ~, (~,~) - the kadambaflower; the tree Nuuclea 

cadamba, a tree with orange-coloured fragrant blossoms 

6. ~ not identified 

7· 
S. 

9· 
10. 

I I. 

1!2. 

13· 
14· 

15". 

16. 

17· 
IS. 

19· 
2 o. 

21. 

~ 
~iij' 

~ 
1im (~T) 
:qltfi;r, (~m), 

ll~ 

~q1: 
'" 

~f.;ilfd 

qQT~ 
f.r~<iIT (f.r~) 
'til«f 
qTlr 

" 
~ (l1§liT) 

" 
" 
" 
- jasmine flower 

jasmine 

not identified 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Bel fruit 

not identified 

" 
the tree Bassia laliVolia bearing 

sweet flowers which are used in the preparation of a spirito us 
liquor. 
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betel. 

cane. 

2.... ~'Ii 

2 S. ('('~ - not identified 

26. tf11'f (m\1') - seems Sal 
27. lfliI'r.r (~'l;r) " Sagon 
28. ~ (Tft'~~) - lIhahnali or a silk tree 

2.9 • ifO - banyan tree 

Animals. 

I . ~~ (~TGr) - a big elephant 
2. ~if a kind of elephant and has no tusks. 
3. er~ a kind of horse, from Tadjik 

..... ~f.t; ~ (Tff ~T) a kind of horse, has a splen~ 
dour body; of Turki stud 

S. ~ a kind of horse 
(;. ~ not identified 
7. 'l'TIc ,. 
8. m{ (ceo, cq) - pony 
j. mft - the one humped camel 

10. 3ifc (,,"c) - camel 

I l. f~ - door 

12. ~~ - the spotted antelope, a kind of black antelope 
which is said to possess the heart of a Bodhisattva. 

13. ~'I')ij' not identified 
I.... m\T - a mythical deer with eight legs. A leopard. 

Gems. 

I • ifRrr - pearl 
2. i'I'T - coral 

3 . ~);;r - gold 
4. 'i'fPft - silver 
s. 'l'lmr (~) - a gem or precious stone brought from the 

Himalayas and the Indus, decribed as being of four sorts, white, 

pale-yellow, red and dark blue. 

6. ~ - ruby 

1. ~ - topaz 
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8. 

9· 

10. 

II. 

~ - sapphire 

~cr (l1(~) - emerald (green) 

~ - not identified 

v.fT;cp " 
12. llTfutT~ (mf~~Tll) Vishnu's symbol in black stone. 

Clothings. 

I. tf~ not identified 

2 • if~df a brocade 

3 . ~«not ident ified 

4-. ~)crn:r (~TcrT) " 

5· 
6. 

7· 
8. 

9· 

10. 

II. 

12. 

m~~T"f 

~W~ 

llfiWTdf 

:q-a-'f~ 

~ 
cr~ 

~ 

dfifTcr 

Birds 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

- a broadcloth. 

I . lJiT1«1 - a cuckoo 

2 . ~~f~$o - not ident ified 

3. ol1f<1" (orl!~T\3") a bagula ? 

I. 

2. 

3· 

4-. 

5· 
6. 

7· 
8. 

9 

10. 

II. 

12. 

Insects 

:q-f'qf{ (:q-~tT~) i.e. python 

f'qa-srq~ a very venomous ~nake 

<fii:a- these are different kinds of snakes 

~~lJif~ " 
~T " 

~)or"f 

if~l-:lJi 

lftfr<rlf 

~f.:f 

m~ 

~R: 

the jewel of the snake. 

different kinds of snakes 

" 
" 
" 
" 

not identified 
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13· afu not identified 

14· f~ (f;'i1'Sf<fl) " 
IS· q - conch 

16. !if'i'S\lfT - turtles 
'" 

17· m - oyster 

18. ~ - cowrie 

19· ci'f~ - crab 

20. water-snake 

21. mermaid 

22. sea-horse 

23· water-sheep 

24· water-cattle 

Fish 

1. ~Tfq:~ - a kind of fish 

3· ~fi:\R - a kind of crocodile. 

4· V seems a kind of crocodile 

s· w:rr " 
6. W<r« not identified 

Saints. 

1. ~ - Saraha 

2. ~tfI' - Luyipa 

3· iTR(ff - Gaurakhsha 

Epic heros 

1. wir.r - Vaman Avatar 

2. ifd'ffiI - Narasingha 

3· tR~ - Parashurama 

4· 'Uifllf ('Uli) - RaIna 
,. fr\1If - Krishna 

6. ri - Arga . 

7· mal'\ii - Bharadvaja 

8. <flf'q"{iil - Kapi1a 

9· ~ - Vyasa 

10. iTRfif - Gautama 
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THE' DICTIONARY OF CSOMA DE KOROS 

-Lama Chimpa 

In 1967, we my colleagues and myself-were working on some 
Tibetan Texts at Kalimpong and used to consult various Tibetan dic
tionaries including that of C.soma De Karas. That was my first chance 
to read and realize the importance of the Tibetan - English Dictionary 
by Csoma de Karas. We got the English meaning of many strange 
Tibetan words from this dictionary. Since then I am using it with 
great respect for Csoma de Koros. We went to Darjeeling to pay 
our respect to the great Hungarian pioneer in Tibetology by way of 
visiting his grave in Darjeeling Ct metery. 

While silently standing in front of the epitaph announcing 
the death of Alexander Csoma de Koros, I remembered a Mongolian 
passage, which, rendered into English runs as follOWing, "Your arti
ficial body is laid under small piece of stone, but your real body which 
has been made immortal by yourself, canna t be covered by the Sumeru 
Mountain" . 

Csoma de Koros not only left his advice for us to do some 
thing for restoration of those Indian literature which were lost from the 
country and preserved in Tibetan translations, but he himself also has 
done a lot of valuable work in this connection. Here I shall say a few 
words about his Tibetan-English Dictionary only. For which, first 
of all, let me quote some of the remarks on Csoma de Koros made by 
those compilers of the later Tibetan dictionaries, who have depended 
much on Csoma de Koros in their works. 

H.A. Jaschke wrote, "The work of Csoma de Koros is that 
of an original investigator and the fruit of dmost unparalleled determina
tion and patience. The compiler in order to dedicate himself to the 
study of Tibetan literature, lived like a mon,k for years among the in
mates of a Tibetan monastery". 

Sarat Chandra Das wrote, "The result of his investigations, 
to speak in Csoma's own words, was that the literature of Tibet is en
tirely of Indian Origin. The immense volumes on different branch<'!s 
of science, ctc., being exact or faithful translations from Sanskrit works 
taken from Bengal, Magadha, Gangetic or Central India, Kasmir.and 
Nepal, commencing from the sevcnth century after Chirst". 

Prof. F.D. Lel'sing, University of California, in his foreword 
to the Tibetan Sanskrit Dictionary of Dr. Lokeschandra, wrote, 
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"More than one hundred years ago. the eminent Hungarian pioneer of 
Tibetology. Csoma de Kores estimated with rare intuition, the impor
tance of Tibetan translations made from Sanskrit texts by Indian Pandi
tas in cooperation with Tibetan Locchavas, and included in the 
"EAq>US Scriptel'Um Buddhicorum". known as Kanjur and Tanjur. 
Hft also recognized the extraordinary help a Western Sanskritist might 
deriNe from the Tibetan translations towards a better understanding 
of the Sanskrit originals". 

Thus we have a clear idea of the aim of Csoma de Koros for 
compiling an excellent Tibetan English Dictionary in those primitive 
days of Tibetan studies outside Tibet. It ib a matter of wonder that 
how could Csoma de Koros make it possible to produce such a flawless 
work formed with two different languages neither of which had anything 
to· do with his basic education! At his grown up age. when he rea
ched Ladakh, Csoma de Koros had even no primary knowledge of 
Tibetan. And neither he had any trained teacher to guide him, nor 
he had any good book for learning the langua~ of a strange country. 
However, he with his incomparable intellect, not only learned the lan
guage, but became a master of it and produced a good grammar and 8-

high class dictionary, which has become the mother of all the modem 
Tibetan dictionaries. 

Excepting a Tibetan Lama who knew no other language than 
his own. Csoma de Koros had no help for compiling his Tibetan
English Dictionary. Before the publication of his dictionary, however, 
a small Tibetan dictionary meant for European students, compiled 
by a Roman Catholic misl>ionary and edited by Marshman, appeared 
in 1826. Since the date of the publication of these two dictionaries 
differ by only eight years, there can be no question of the former being 
useful for Csoma de Koros. It can be only assumed that these two dic
tionaries had been prepared simultaneously. And more over. Csoma 
de Koros himself stated that he had not seen that dictionary until his 
arrival at Calcutta in 1831. The follOWing is from the Preface of Csoma's 
dictionary, "nor had he seen the Tibetan Dictionary edited by Mr. 
Marshman, Serampore, 1826, until his arrival at Calcutta in 1831, 
wh~m it could prove of no use to him, since his dictionary had been 
long since ready in the same form and extent, as it is now published" . 

The only possible help Csoma de Koros obtained, it appears, 
was from. Tibetan to Tibetan and Tibetan to Mongolian dictionaries 
and particularly the Mahavyutpatti, the Tibetan Sanskrit Dictionary 
specially prepared for the grand tramlation of Indian literature into 
Tibetan. The present Tibetan Kanjur and Tanjur are the result of such 
lexieons,. and, ~uch dictionaries of olden days which had no alphabetical 
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order properly. In modem sense, we can hetter call them vocabularies 
than dictionaries. So, if Csoma de Koros utilized them for his dictionary, 
he must have experienced enough hardship for bringing the words 
into proper order. And of course, giving suitable English equivalents 
.of Tibetan words, without any consulti~gm.aterial .to go by is itself 
the task of a great master. 

There is no doubt that the later Tibetan dictionaries like 
those of H.A. Jaschke, Sarat Chandra Das, Lokeschandra and others 
are richer than that of Uioma de Koros, but all aredit goes to Csoma 
de Koros, because of the enormous labour he undertook to learn the 
Tibetan language and to write the Dictionary all by himself. The 
wise Csoma de Koros already predicted the coming of more improved 
and enlarged Tibetan dictionaries. The follOWing is from the Preface 
of Csoma's dictionary, "when there shaH be more interest taken for 
Buddhism, (which has much in common with the spirit of true Chris
tianity) , and for ,diffusing Christian and European language, throughout 
the most Eastern parts of Asia, the Tibetan Dictionary may be much 
improved, enlarged and illustrated by the addition of Sanskrit terms"'. 

Though I have not seen it, according to Jaschke, the Tibetan 
.English Dictionary by Csoma de Koros had been translated into 
Gennan by I.J. Schmidt. And it ,is said that Schmidt had consulted 
three Mongolian dictionaries and from which a certain number of words 
-have been supplemented. From this also we know how much impor
tance was being given to the Dictionary of Csoma de Koros.Besides 
this, though I know duplicated ones, I never heard or seen any 
dictionary which has been translated from another dictionary. 

It is to be regretted that a number of important words cited 
in Csoma's dictionary have been dropped and the meanings of many 
other words have been changed by later dictionary makers like Sarat 
Chardra Das and others. Addition of new words into ~ dictionary 

js ,always welcome. But omission of eagerly collected words of a master 
flikeCsoma de Koros is to be considered a loss. Tibetan is a 'language 
that can be written in various ways. Different spellings of a word are 
easily to be f.ound in any Tibetan writing. Specially, the dictionary 
of Csoma de Kor05 is good for old Tibetan words. 

The nu:rnber of words collected by Csoma de Koros but neg .. 
lected by the later Tibetan dictionary compilers are considerable. 
But since my scope is limited, I can mention only three such words 
here by way of illustration. I choose these three because they are diff~ 
erent by nature. One is a common word, the other is a classical word 
and the third is a word of historical value. Words such as following: .. 
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(I) 'Ga Shig, (Csoma) ~'Some one, some". Das dropped. 

(2) gTan-tshigs-rig-pa, (Csoma) "dialectic; logic; 
philosophy.' , 

gTan-tshigs-rig-pa, Das dropped. (not given the word 
itself). 

(3) Za-hor or Sa-hor (Csoma) "name of a place or city 
in Bengal". Das, "a corrupt form of Sahar, signifying 
a city or town. According to some, the present Mandi .. " . 
He has given no more meaning, but a comment of his 
own. 

Csoma de Koros is perfectly right as far as spellings and inter
pretations of these three words are concerned. And Sarat Chandra 
Das might have dropped the first two by mistake. But while giving a 
long account of the "Za-hor" in a different way, S.C. Das ignored the 
interpretation of Csoma de Koros as well as the Tibetan account of 
this term (Za-hor). "Za-hor" is a well known term, mentioned all 
over Tibetan literature as the name of a place in Bengal where the world 
famous Atisa Dipankara was born. So, one sticking to Tibetan source, 
must admit that "Za-hor" is in Bengd. At the most, one can say that 
the "Za~hor" is a corrupt form of "Sabh.1.r" which is situated near 
Dhaka, now in Bangladesh. It seems to me that the entire area of Dhaka 
was known as "Sabhar" in those days and the Tibetan scholars Ti
betanized it as "Za-hor". 

It is also interesting to add, that Csoma supposes U-rgyan to be 
Ujjain. Das omits such reference and clearly equates U-rgyan with 
OdiyanajUdyana in the north west. 

Thus, the later Tibetan dictionary makers have overlooked 
many valuable Tibetan words collected by this pioneer Tibetologist, 
Alexander Csoma de Koros. Lf one goes on making a list of those 
words which were cited by Csoma de Koros with right translations, 
but were dropped or given a changed meaning by the later Tibetan 

. dictionary compilers, then the list itself will become a book. 

Because of these reasons, the Tibetan - English Dictionary by 
Csoma de Koros is a must for all English knowing Tibetologists. Before 
seeing Csoma's dictionary I myself had an impression that since I have 
the latest and largest Tibetan dictionary with me, what is the use of an 
old and small dictionary like that of Csoma .. de Kosos? But I -
Was wrong in my idea. Yet, I do not mean that the later Tibetan die 
tionaries are of no use. Of course the later ones are richer by various 
supplementary words, some of which even came into use after Csoma 
de Koros himself. 
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The Tibetan Hindi Dictionary by Pandita Rahul Sankrityayan 
also deserves eulogy. The first part of the work, edited by S.K. Pathak 
and published by the Sahitya Academy, is already in the market. Be
sides the published part, I have seen the whole manuscript. Like the 
Tibetan Dictionary of Csoma de Koros, this dictionary contains many 
Tibetan words which the other dictionaries do not consider. Being a 
man of independent thought, Rahulji took all such words which accor· 
ding to the other dictionary compilers were wrongly spelled ones and 
therefore neglected by them. 

Copies of Csoma's dictionary have become very rare, at least 
in India. Photo-mechanic reproductions are now reported. In the 

. present case, I would like to put a proposal to the Asistic Society or the 
Sikkim Institute for steps for making the Tibetan - English Dictionary by 
Csoma de Koros available in good form in the intereat of Tibetan 
studies. Before reprinting however, the dictionary should be 
re-edited, not for any correction, but for the alphabetical arrange
ments of the Tibetan words which should agree with the modem methods 
of the other Tibetan dictionaries. Csoma de Koros adopted 
a different method of tht" alphabetical arrangements, which Jaschke 
called, "Csoma's rough grouping of words". Moreover, the Tibetan 
type used in printing of Csoma's dictionary is not very good, and so, 
photo printing of the work may not yield good result. 

I bow down to the great selfless Hungarian scholar Csoma de 
Koros for his supreme achievement of compiling a Tibetan - English 
Dictionary. He had done this job for the interest of Buddhism and 
Sanskrit literature, neither of which primarily had anything to do with 
his personal faith and national interest. Csoma de Koros made tremen
dous labour for compiling this work which can never lose its impor
tance as long as Tibetology interests the scholars outside Tibet. 

Lastly, I shall quote the follOWing from the Preface of the 
Tibetan English Dictionary by Csoma de Koros for obvious reason. 

"And he begs to inform the public, that he had not been sen:~ 
by any government to gather political information; neither can he be 
accounted of the number of those wealthy European gentlemen. who 
travel at their own expense for their pleasure and curiousity; but rather 
only a poor student, who was very desirious to see the different coun" 
.tries of Asia, as the scene of so many memorable transactions of former 
ages; to observe the manners of several people, and to learn their lan
guages, of which, he hopes, the world may see hereafter the results; 
and such a man was he who, during his peregrination, depended for his 
subsistence on the benevolence of others." 
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BODONG PHYOG LAS RNAM RGYAL 

-J.K.Rechtmg 

Even before the Institute of Tibetology was established, Hismo
liness The Dalai Lama presented Buddhist Texts printed. from the blocks 
housed in Shol-Parkhang, the printing house below Potala, Lhasa. Tdle 
books .presented weFe that of the Lhasa Edition, such as BKAH-HGY.UR, 
the works of BU STON, TSONGKHAPA, RGYALTSHAB ItJEand 
MKHAS DRUB RJE, the lives and works of the thirteen Dalai Lamas, 
etc. Recently His Holiness The Dalai Lama has presented the Institute of 
Tibetology with a set of complete works of BODONG which is righllly 
described in English as Encyclopaedia Tibetica, thn>ugh the Yen. Dob
oom Rimpoche, Director, Tibet House, New Delhi. It is a mammoth 
.colleotion consisting of I 37 volumes. 

The author of the Encyclopaedia was BODONG PPIYOGLAS 
RNAM RGYAL, who was also :known as' JIGSMED DRAGS PA . .80-
DONG PHYOGLAS RNAM RGYAL was born in the Wood Hare 
)leal" of the Tibetan Calender corresponding to I 37 s of the WeBtem. 
Calender, near a :place ca:lled .mount Lakpakang in the nonth of Motnat 
.PalfPUa m Western Tibet. His father was a holyman. a skilled crafts
man and a great poet known as CHHOS DBYING RGYAL MTSHAN. 
His mother DBYANG CHUB SDRON was a pious and learned lady. 

According to legeBds, miracles and extra-ordinary phenomena 
characterized BODONG'S life from the moment of conception. 
When he was in the womb, the mother had strange dr,eam of four 
auspicious signs. First, she saw a full mOOD much brighter than an~ 
full moon. Secondly ,rainbow colours emanated from her body. Third
ly, she heard unusual melodious sounds and fourthly ,she gat-the 
smell of the scent of the best sandalwood. 

At the age of th17ee, while his governess was taking him ,around, 
he suddenly disappeared from the Sight. The governess searched in 
vain all o¥er ,and suddenly found him on the other side of the river. 
To.get him across the river, the governess had to ,engage .SCilrnesturdy 
.nell. Ther.e were many onlookers, some felt they .bad seen a ,child 

dMHn across the river like a swan, others felt they saw him ;fl)ili1g.acroB&, 
and there were still others, who ielt they saw him walk on the water 
while crossiI\g the river. These vit3ions .signified that in his previcmB 
life he had crossed ·the ocean of Samsara and attained .enlightenment. 

During ch.i.ldhood,the author was indeed Wll'i.'lre otherdhil
dren of his age. He would pet.'ch himself on a high stone, or anything 



high and gather the other children around and pose to preach religion. 
When he reached the age of live, he could attain contemplation in di
Herent ways due to his propensities in former life. Once he di~ppeared. 
,and was found :meditating in .the seven ;perIect meditation pastur~, 
,in ,a, dilapidated house. He thus -eDgFo»S.ed himself immany reUgious 
!practices even ,a.t this .early age. 

Once, when his teacher in BSAM STAN GLING Monastery 
asked him what he was looking at, in reply to the teacher's query he 
said, that he could see the letter AH written in white in the middle 
of his fore-head. From this letter 'AH'; em8Jlated numerous,ether 
letters filling the wholesky~ and then all the letters assimilated .back 
into the white 'AH' again. At the age of fi¥e he took ordination to be 
a perfect monk from his 1lllcle, PanchenDragpa Rgyal Mtshen,and he 
was named RGYAL MTSHAN SENGE GE. Later, he 'Went to CHHOS 
IlBYING ,MOIWit6l;}' to take the vow of Pravrajya (DGE TSHUL) from 
his teacher DRAG PA ROYAL MTSHEN. At such a yo~ age.he 
received the teachings on 1SHAD MA (Pramana) and hadfull knowle
dge of the subject. While '8tu~ingtltePramana .he had a bright clear 
v.ision of .Lord Buddha ~Iirounded 'by SHODA5IA MAHAST.HAVlRA, 
,the Sixteen Arhats. 

At the ,age ohhiFteen, he made :qp his mind to write Commen~ 
taries on all ,the $utras and Tantras. While contemplating over the 
:matter, Vajrasattva and Y.a.jra Yogini,appeared to him in Real Form and 
told him.to write Commentaries on TattvasamgrahaofSantara.l.a!hita. 
Once he saw Lot-sava Dmkpa GJilltshen in .his dream telling him to 
.canect the text ofRnam Ihyed rgya mtsho in which Lotsava Drakpa 
~alttihen felt that he had made some mista.kes. BODONG was .asked 
not only ,to corr-ect mistakes and also to writeaconunentary on the 
"Subject 

At the age of sixteen he went to Sakya to ha¥e disoourses on 
Pramana Vartika Karika (TSHAD MA RNAM 'GREL) with some great 
scholars. Theschelars .were impressed with him. A.lthough having 
;not atudied Poetry, ,he composed aPeem in pr.a.ise of Lord Buddha's 
Twelve Dee-ds. He ,even wrote sonnets on some deities. Hebemmea re
nowned poot like Pandita Aryasura. Restudied ,subjects l:i.ke Pajnapa
nmiU\, Madhyamika.etc; and did the Oral Test on all uhe6~tB with 
ihis T-eachef ~Mpa OhOlaTlI' 

Young lBOIilG):NG wishm.g .to obtain ,advaruJedknow~~ .. 
such su\Jjects ,as Tantrayanaand Sutrayana went ,m CHHOS ,DRYING 
MOM!otell)'to prqpitilDe .DBYANG£ 'CHEN MA (Goddess Sal"aswati). 
,hie weat Ha:teretreat, and :oot before long Goddess Saraswati ~ppea:red 



,to him holding a SGRA SNYAN (stringed instrument) from which 
emanated melodious sounds of DHARMA. From then onwards the 
Goddess often appeared to him and gave him guidance . He composed 
a poem in praise of Goddess Saraswati. The title of the poem is 
BUNG BAIGLU DBYANG(Songs of the Bees) and records the compo
ser's name as Dbyang Chen Dgah bai Pandit..1., meaning the Pandita who 
adores Goddess Saraswati. 

BODONG was well versed in the Three Courses that lead to 
the perfection of the Author of Shastra. The first course is a thorough 
knowledge of the subject as preached by the great teachers; ranging 
from Lord Buddha himself down to the author's own Guru. The se
cond . course is complete mastery over the five sciences, namely, the 
science of Grammar, the science of Medicine, the science of Logic 
and the knowledge of the symbolic meaning of the Tripitakas. The 
third and the last course is the author being blessed by a vision of his 
tutelary deity and being told to write a Shastra. 

Within a short while he had full knowledge of the texts on 
Vinaya, Abhidhartna, Pramana, Prajnaparamita and Madhyamika com
posed by Nagarjuna, Maitreya, Asanga, Vasubandhu, Dignaga, Dhar
makirti, Chandrakirti and Gunaprabha. He read these texts in original 
(Sanskrit) and translation in (Tibetan); He was able to learn the texts by 
heart by going through the texts only thrice. He went to Central Tibet 
to have discussions with great scholars. The scholars, after debating with 
the young scholar,wereamazed and pleased with his knowlt:dge. He recei
ved initiation and exposition of Chatur Vidha Tantra from Lotsava Drakpa 
Rgyal Mtshan and especially on the subject Yogatantra. Lotsava Drak
pa Rgyal Mtshan gave him teachings on Guhyasamaj (Gsang-ba-hduspa), 
the Six Doctrines of Naropa (Naro Chhos Drug), the Chakra Samvara 
and Lam hbras. He also received teachings from different learned 
scholars on different subjects. He had acquired perfect knowledge 
of the subjects that were taught to him. 

Once while studying in a place ca1ledSMAN GRONG near 
Kyidung, he visualized Lama Shongton DorjeeGyaltshen (GSHONG 
STON RDORJE RGYAL MTSHAN) adorned in the robe of a Pandita, 
with religiOUS texts loaded on several Elephants. The Lama seated on 
the throne read all the texts to the author one by one, and told him 
that he had imparted all the knowledge of Buddhism to him, and that 
the author should realize all meanings in order to be able to propagate 
Buddhism. He was blessed and consecrated by the Lama. From the 
time of this vision the author could' write on all aspects of Bud,
dhism.Learned Lamas like GYAG TIG PA and RONG TIG PA were 
defeat'¢cl in debate by the author. On receiving an invitation from' the . 
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SITU.RAB BSTAN PA of'GTSHANG district, he went to RGYAL TSE 
preaching religion all along his way. On the way suddenly a rain of 
flowers showered from the sky. The flowers were of white, . red and 
blue in colour, and could be seen and touched by the people, who were 
amazed. Likewise several miracles occurred on several occasions. 

BODONG had many saintly and learned disciples. When 
above seventy, he had the mind to leave the world, so he preached to 
his disciples according to their individual aspirations. During his 
stay at Shekar (SHEL DKAR) a place in Western Tibet he told his ·discj... 
pIe BODONG DUBPA (BODONG SGRUB PA) that the time had 
come for him to go to Dakpa Khachoe (Dag Pa mKha' sPyod), Heaven 
of VajravarahL He aho stated that he was going to leave for Chosang 
Monastery, which was established by him, in order to complete his 
incompleted works, before leaving for the heaven of HOG MIN. 

In Chosang Monastery he engaged thirty scribes to help him 
.complete his incomplete works. With his bleSSings, each could com
plete thirty pages a day even though many of the scribes were not 
very competent. Before his PARINIRVANA he was able to do 
all the corrections and even add notes for all the works he started. 

At the age of seventy seven on the 30th day of the second 
month of the Fire-Sheep year of the Tibetan Calendar (146 I of Wes
tern Calendar), he left for, heaven (DAG PA MKHA' SPYOD) lying 
on his right side with his eyes focussed on the sky. 

Before he left the world he told his disciples that they were 
not to mourn for him on his parting. He went on to bay that due to 
his meditations, propitiations of deities and other practices of religion, 
during his countless lives, those that met, heard and had any connections 
with him, would not be born as beasts, hungry ghosts or go to hell. 
It is recorded in oral and 1"ritten sources that some oCthe diSCiples had 
visions of the author, being escorted to heaven by goddesses with 
offerings and songs. On the day of his cremation, there were many 
-spectacular 'phenomena and wonderful signs. 

In the history of Buddhist saints and scholars, .in Til;Jet and in 
India, BODONG PHYOGS LAS RNAM RGY AL is the Singular figure 
who composed as many as I 37 volumes covering all aspects of Buddhism 
and even medicine, sciences and crafts. . 

While legends and miracles are for believers, the undisputed 
fact is on firm record that BODONG PHYOGS LASRNAM· RGYAL 
was an Encydopaedist scholar of the East born in 1375, who .attained the 
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peak of 'his S(1holarly :career ,i1l;}Us twenties, when he began his WlIiting 
on ,not only DHARMA ,but altso Dnsubjects like science.and teclmo
logy. A Innef survey of the contents of the GSUNG HIlUM is ,made 
here. 

A look at this rather sketchy outline of the contents will ins
pire all modenn readers about Buddhism or Tihetan sources to go 
,deeper into this monumental work .£rom Tibet's past. Modern sch@lars 
will bave reasons to be grateful to His Holiness The Dalai Lama for 
adYiiing and organising this authentic reproduction of ,BOOONG 
{Q;SUNG HBUM. 

CDNTENTSGF GSIlNG BUM 

The w(!)rks of Eo-dong Phyogs~las Rnam~Rgyal consist of OJfer 
9.H texts included in 137 volumes. Apart from his immense contri
,but ion on Dharma, both l-linayana and Mahayana, BOD ON G also com
.p0scd works on teclmical 'Suhjec1ls, such as, History of Buddhism. 
!Biography. :Poetry.KalapaGrammar. Lexicon,Medicine, .Astronomy, 
Mathematical Calculation, Astrology, Art, 'R~igious paintings,etc. 

Hereunder are mentioned some of the important works 
;~ubj6ct wise: 

Hinayana 

Hinayana Account o'f the Buddhism,Ordination Ritual-Vinaya, 
Sramanera ordination etc. 

Mahayana 

Pl"l\jnaparamita Sutras, Ahhidharmakosa, Abhidbanna .Samu
ceaya etc. 

History 
Bu-ston ... 'Rincihen~grub'sKistory of Kldachakra tarltra. 

Biography 
Sixteen biographies including Bo-dOllg Phyogs~las.Rnam .&gyal. 

Logic 

Four w:arb an Hindu and 'Buddhist ~ogic 

Philosophy 
Including Jaina, Mi~~, :Sankhya, Vais~hika and VedaGta' 

T echrrlcal subjects 

~oaa. (Amam.kosa)~ >Grammar (lCalapa), Sall5krit Poetics 
(KCYV)Iadarsa). ~Nitilalitre. • .lyurve.dra. i(Astangah:rcd~asamhi_), Astnnlogy., 
t\strlilGOlQY· 



Tantra 

Covering over seventy eight different systems, consisting of 
seven hundred and forty four texts (approx). Mention may be made 
of principal tantric works by the author along with their numbers (I) 
Achala 13, (2) Umisavijaya Abhisamaya etc. 5, ~3.) Dalwnava tantra 
17, (4} Guhyad1amaja 48, (5) Hcvajra tanira B, (6~ Kalach.aba tantra 
33. (7) Manjusri Krodharaja Ahhisamaya' eoo~ 32, (8) Mabakalh. I!i, ~9) 
MaricM tantra 6., (ra) Mayajala-guhyalankara 14, ~I I) Raktayamari1 

19, (12) Parisodhana. tantm. I I, (13) Samvara Dharani; Abhisamaya 
Mandalavidhi etc. 101,. (14) Sripavamachya, ~bhisamaya etc 27; (19): 
Tatasamgm.ha tantra I2, (I 6) Vajradaka 9, (17) Vajrapani 1 5, (I 8) 
Vajrabhairava 8, (19) Vairochana 16 (20) Yamari 3, (21) Vasudhat:CIi 
3, (22) Kalachakra (warfare) I, (23) Kalachakra (weapons) I, and so on. 
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ABOUT DIPANKARA ATISA 
- Nirmal C. Sinha 

A 

Pandita Srijnana Dipankara, famous in Tibet as Jo Atisa or 
Jowo Atisa, was born in 982 A.D. In 1982-83 Indian scholars and 
elite celebrated the Sahasra Varshiki of Dipankara Atisa. The cele
bration of Atisa millenary was generally confined to eastern India (and 
Bangladesh). Atisa was born in what was then (IO/lith centuries 
known to Tibet and Tibetans as Vangala. Vangala later came to be 
called Bangala under the Muslim Sultans and Nawabs, and thereafter 
under. the British, was called Bengal. 

The area and boundaries of Vangala, Bangala and Bengal chan
ged a number of times between mid loth century and mid 20th century. 
Tibetans all through these ten centuries stuck to the term Vangala. 
Hence Buston, Taranatha, Sumpa Khenpo, Lama Tsenpo or . Geshe 
Chhoda cannot refer to the same region with the same boundaries. 
I write this to contend that any discussion about Atisa being a Bengali 
or Bihari diverts us from more important points about this great 
Pandita. 

The Important fact about Atisa is not the exact place where 
he was born but the role he played in the history of Tibet. More 
curious than Atisa's fame in Tibet is the fact that in Mongolia, which 
Atisa did not visit, or ever planned to visit, he was held in esteem as 
second to Gautama Buddha. Our homage to Atisa, during our cele
bration of the millenary, was not concerned with such questions. 

In my submission the two most imporatant questions about Atisa 
relate to (i) Atisa's special teachings in Tibet, that is, Kalachakra Tantra 
and (ii) Atisa's efforts and directives about reconstruction and regene
ration of the Sangha in Tibet. Four centuries later Atisa's legacy in 
both doctrinal and organizational matters was carried north by the 
Yellow Sect monks and teachers. 

B 

Kalachakra Tantra, according to tradition in Tibet and Mongolia 
originated in the country called Shambhala. Like that of Uddyana, 
the geographical and historical reality of Shambala is shrouded in {a
bIes and legends of Tibet and Mongolia. 

According to Sarat Das, Sham-bba-Ia was probably the metro
polis of Bactrian Greeks where Mahayana flourished in the first century 
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B.C. and first century A.D. Shambhala as a place in.or around Bactria 
(Skt. Bahlika) cannot be ruled out. While Sa rat Das would locate Sham
bala in the Oxus valley, Csoma de Koros (half a century earlier) would 
locate this in the Jaxartes valley and Helmut Hoffman (half a century 
after Sarat Das) would locate the place in the Tarim basin, that is, 
eastern Turkestan. 

Geshe Chhoda in his DiCtionary (in nineteen forties) sums the 
legends and fables thus: Shambhala is on the north of India and was 
abode of Raja Suchandra, seven other Dharmarajas etc; the name 
(Shambhala) means home of happiness. 

Indian tradition- Puranas, Tantras, and legends and fables in 
vernaculars-preserves the memory of a SambalaJShambhala situated in 
the direction of Pamirs. The mystic saints of India, who brought the 
lore of SambalaJShambhala, probably founded seats of this new learning 
(Kalachakra) and named the seats Shambhalapura (in vernacular Sam
balpur). Even today two townships, Sambalpur (Moradabad) of Uttar 
Pradesh and Sambalpur of Orissa, are known to have been centuries ago 
centres of Tantra. 

From Tibet.c,n evidence it may be inferred that Kalachakra had 
come from Shambhala to Indo-Gangetic plains nearly two decades 
before Atisa was born; and that Kalachakrapada and Naropa were the 
precursors of Atisa in this new learning. Atisa might have delved 
deeper into Kabchakra while in Nepal on his way to Tibet. I should 
note that in Nepal also there was a Shambhala whose location today is 
not very clear; the tradition of Shambhala in Nepal could have come 
with the Khasa settlers from far west. 

Shambhala in later tradition of Tibet and Mongoliaat tained 
importance as the land from where the Saviour would arise when Bud
dhism would be in danger. Northern Buddhists very much prize the 
memory of Atisa as a saviour with the background of Shambhala. In
dian scholars. may ignore the later political overtones of Shambhala as 
not worthy of academic investigation. But with a large number of 
highly learned Tibetan scholars settled in India and with· good collections 
of Puranic and Tantrik literary texts in places like Varanasi and Cal
cutta, Indian scholars should find Shambhala the home of Kalachakra as 
a promising subject of research. Certainly this would be more viable 
than locating the place where Atisa was born. 

e 
Guru Padmasambhava and Acharva Santarakshita founded the 

Gedun (Sangha) in Tibet around 780; th~ first seven Tibetan monks 
ordained by Padmasambhava and Santarakshita. are celebrated as the 
first Lamas of Tibet. The Order thrived well without dependence on 
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monks from India but with the assassination of the great Chogyal 
Halpa-chen (around 8'30) and the reign of the apostate Lang Danna, 
the' srstematic persecution of the Dharma and the Lamas in particular 
was begun. This continued, for long' after Lang Danna was assassinated' 
by a, monk (c. 8,p); . often Bon rituals infiltrated- into Buddhist house
holds and Buddhist temples. A century later loyal and devout Buddhi
sts living mostly in obscure and distant places (particularly in West
ern Tibet) "tarted despatching emissaries to Nalanda, Odantapuri or 
Vikramasila to invite saints and scholars to visit Tibet and preach the 
Saddharma (Pure Doctrine) there. It was in pursuance of such 
invitations for several generations that eventually Srijnana Dipankara 
aame to Tibet. 

Atisa, travelling through Nepal, arri.ved in Western Tibet 

in IO,P and, after spending three years in the west, he went to Central 

Tibet and lived the rest of his life there, passing away in 1054. He 
indeed preached the Pure Docrtine both in the Western and Central 

Tibet; that is, he ruthlessly eradicated the Bon infiltrations and the 

lax morals thriving under the cloak of Tantra. By example as well 

as precept, Atisa made clear that monastic power rested on, monastic 

discipline; celibacy and discipline like plain living and high thinking 

were to go together. Atisa's diSciples and their successors naturally 

commanded respect of all, loyal as well as ambivalent devotees. Abbots 

and incarnations would thus, become the refuge, in true sense, both 

for spiritual and material needs, when the remnants of monarchy and 

feudal houses could not provide leadership to the community. 

Despite the open condemnation and organized hostility 
by Atisa's later followers, namely, the Gelugpa monks, Atisa remained 
an object of highest adoration with the Nyingma, Sakya and Kargyu 
Sects. Atisa's injunctions about monastic diScipline and mystic rituals 
were not complied with by the three Red Sects, exactly as would the 
Yellow, even after the final triumph of the Yellow Sect as the temporal 
rulers of all Tibet; while Mongols were exclusively Yellow with the 
remnants of earlier Sakya or Kargyu followers fast disappearing. The 
high esteem for Atisa in the Red Sects was not so much because he 
was a great Pandita. With my close association with the Red Sect 
monks and priests, I would say that Atisa would not be ranked higher 
than Padmasambhava or Santarakshita in the Red Sects. Yet Atisa's 
stock is very high with the Red Sects because he had not only rescued 
or revived the Dharma but had confirmed the place of the Sangha as the 
highest in the community. 
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Atisa found that Mahayana, because of its emphasis on univer
sal salvation and joint community striving for such goal, had tremen
dous attraction for the nomadic pastoral peoples in the Trans-Himalayas; 
and that the Bodhisattva Nirmanakaya would thus be the appropriate 
leader for such peoples. All were eligible for Nirvana irrespective of 
status, birlh, wealth or intellect. This was a promise from Gautama 
Buddha. Nagarjuna added to this the concept of mundane Bodhisa
ttva who would share his piety with the le5s fortunate. 

Atisa readily approved the prefix of "I take refuge in the Guru 
(Lama)" to the Triple Refuge, and also sanctioned the occurrence of 
Nirmanakaya (Tulku) in Tibet. Atisa, himself an incarnation of Ami
tabha, recognized the Tibetan tradition that Srong-tsen Gampo was an 
incarnation of Avalokitesvara and prophesied that the same Bodhisattva 
would appear successively in the lineage of Dromton, the great 
disciple of A tisa. 

Atisa, as reported by the Gelugpa monks and scholars to 
Saral Das, had predicted that when the Dharma would be in danger 
again, and no royal protection was available, the Sangha would come 
Corward and if necessary would exercise temporal power. In this 
situation Sangharatna Avaiokitt'8vara would incarnate successively in 
the hierarch of the Sect, succet ding Dromton's disciples. The Dalai 
Lamas are the successive incarnations in fulfilment of Atisa's prophecy 
according to YeHow Sect, and all Red secls h",ve accepted the Dalai 
Lama's spiritual and temporal aUlhorily, despite all doctrinal differences. 
This tradition, even though or.'.l through centuries, is n:ported to have 
support in the Hum,. rous Gdugpa iracts and treatises. I learned from 
several highest Nyingm~, Sakya, and Kargyu Lamas about their whole 
hc,\l,ed suFport to Atisa prophecy. The Gdugpa scholars now settled 
in India expn5~ thdr willingness to collaborate with Indian scholars in 

exploring the Gdugpa sources. Would Indian scholars take up this 
as a worthy subject ·of res(arch ? 

The prerog'1.tives of the Sangha and the paramount position 
of the Sangharaja arc well-known features of Thcravada (Hinayana) tra
dition. In India, even in Pala Van gala , such concepts did not thrive 
in Sri jnana Dipankara's time. Did he then notice these concepts 
growing or flourishing in Suvarnadvipa where Mahayana and Hinayana 
co-existed at th(~ time ? Whether Srijnana Dipankara realized the 
potentialities of the Sangha from the I~ct-s in Suvarnadvipa or from his 
readings of the Pali Canon or from his vision of Sharnbhala Dharmarajas, 
Atisa in Tibet inspired the rise of an ecclesiastical polity which saved the 
Dharma in Tibet and Mongolia from the mystic of Han hegemony, and 
eventually preserved the independence of hoth countries. 
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Re~toration of Bodhipathapradipa, from Tibetan or Mongol 
translation, is undoubtedly an academic as well as patriotic duty for 
Indian scholars. No less academic or patriotic would be a probe into 
Atisa,'s legacy in Inner A~ia. The probe involves researches into the 
past of India, Burma, Malaysia, Indonesia, Nepal and the Oxus-Jaxartes 
valley besides Tibet. It is time Indian scholars realize that Dipankara 
Atisa was a great Asian, much greater than a Pandita from Vangala. 
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NOTES &. TOPICS 

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTICES OF INDIA 

India as Phag-yul (Aryabhumi) has featured much in Tibetan 
literature, both ancient and modern. A work on geography written 
in the first quarter of 19th century contains an interesting account 01 
India. An English translation of the India portion is now presented in 
the Bulletin. The editors have not attempted to revise the script, 
the English rendering as well as the spelling of Indian words in Deva 
Nagari. When the translation is completed, improvemen~ in the 
English translation and all necessary annotations will be made in con
lIultation with the author. Regarding Indian words it may be noted 
that the words in the Tibetan text were spelt or transcribed as per 
information available then; one can read reflections of Sanskrit, Pra
hit, Maithili, Nepali, Bangala. or Urdu words. Comment. and cri
ticisms from readers are welcome. It is proposed to publish the com
pleted work with Tibetan text in Tibeta.n script and Englsish transla
tion, introduction, annotations etc .next year. 

For infomation of the general reader, it may be noted that the 
Tibet portion of this famous work has been ably translated and amply 
annotated by Turrell Wylie thm : The Geography of Tibet accor
ding to the 'Dzam-gling rgyas-bshad (Rome 1962) 

HISTORIC PLACE· NAMES 

In the same connection it may be noted that many place names 
in India are repeated or have migrated. Kamboja first Occurs in the 
Hindukush-Pamirs and last beyond the eastern most boundaries 
of India in the estuary region of Mekong river. Pragjyotisha now in 
north eastern India (Kamarupa, Assam) was in ancient daya in north 
western India, towards Karakoram region. Oddiyana/Urgyen, 
famous in Tantra, had locations in north, central, and south India. 
ZahorjShahar occurred in Riwalsar (Himachal), Bhagalpur (Bihar), 
Jessere (Bangladesh) and Dacca (Bangladesh). The mythical land 
Shambhala, first reported across the Pamirs, was later reported from 
places in north India and Nepal. Some of these historic places are 
referred to by lama Chimpa and N.C. Sinha in this number of the 
Bulletin. More on these place names will be presented in future from 
Tibetan sources. 

JKR NCS 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Rule by Incarnation: Tibetan Buddhi~m and its Role in 
Society and State. By Franz Michael. Boulder: We&tview Press, 
1982. Pp. XII, 227, maps, illustrations. 

"In Tibet Buddhist monks had the same rights as the laymen 
to be appointed state officials both military and civil". Thus wrote 
in IJ69 the official chronicler for the Yuan dynasty. Th(~ 'barbarian' 
dynasty was overthrown by a Han dynasty in IJ68. The official chro
nicler though a 'barbarian' - a Mongol (Yuan in Han diction)-confor
med to the Confucian tradition in letter and spirit. The presence of 
monks in official ranks, both civil and military, was no doubt a barbarian 
affair and the Han scholars and bureaucrat5 h~ve through centuries main
tained an attitude of contempt, hostility and indifference towards the 
Tibetan political system. Nothing unmual for a people ,,,,,ho called all 
foreigners barb.:1.rians and designated their land as 'celestial'. It is rele
vant to recall that even in the most prosperous days of Buddhism in 
China, that is, the Tang Period, Gautama Buddha was descrilx~d by the 
Confucian literati as a barbarian ""ho "wore a barbarian dress and 
taught a barbarian doctrine". The H,m traditiona]j~(s were no doubt 
relieved when Buddhism ceased to be a dominant religion in China and 
never again any Han dynastry sought salvation outside ancestor wor
ship and Confucian code. 

The confrontation later was outside China, in Tibet and Mon
golia. The confrontation was mainly 011 the material plane involving 
economic and political interests of the Celestial Empire. On intellec
tual or academic plane there was not much contact nor much information 
about Lamaism or Lama polity. The Confucir·.n literati's indifference 
about Tibet or Mongolia came to be accepted by Western scholars; 
Sinologists in particular have evinced the same temper-contempt and 
hostility-about 'barbarian peoples' now designated 'na1ional minorities'. 
It is therefore a break with tr'!-dition that a leading Sinologist with devo
tion and loyalty to Confucian culture and Confucian literature would 
spend several years (? a decade) in a study of Tibetan tradition and 
Tibetan political system. Professor Franz Michael claims no profi
ciency in the language and has no direct access to literary ~ources in 
Tibetan. It is however evid(cnt from the book he has written that in 
his years of retirement, after teaching Chinese history and culture for 
three decades, he has put in such hard work which would put to shame 
many young scholars who claim to break new grounds. 

Industry with imagination is a well known fealure of German 
scholarship. It may be mentioned that Franz Michael is a German 
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who resigned from German diplomatic service when Hitler carne to 
power in 1933 and was in the universities of China teaching Political 
Science and History till World War II. At the end of the War he 
settled in U.S.A. teaching Chinese and Far Eastern courses, successi
vely at Johns Hopkins University, University of Washington and 
George Washington University. The author compensates for his 
lack of knowledge of Tibetan language with industry and imagination 
as did Max Weber in study of different religions. The author took his 
degree in Jurisprudence/Political Science in Weimer Germany and 
was close to the circle of Max Weber. 

The author held prolonged conversations and dialogues with 
Tibetans in exile, from the Dalai Lama down to the ordinary Khampa 
farmer. Among his many collaborators and interpreters were Kungo 
Tsarong, son of Kalon Tsarong and the eminent scholar Lobsang Lhalung
pa, the erstwhile monk official. A critical mind like the author's 
cannot go far wrong with such associates and colleagues and I must 
confess I have found the book very worthy. It reveals the Lama polity 
as a viable system and makes many points which the experts with ling
uistic prowess have not placed before the world so far. 

In my knowledge there is only one scholar who has mastery 

over classical and colloquial Tibetan, who has on-the-spot knowledge 

of Tibet for years and who was a close onlooker of monastic and govern

mental institutions of Tibet for years. This rare combination is Mr. 

Hugh Edward Richardson, who however is more busy with archiv~'S, 
epigraphs and antiquities of Tibet than the Lama polity. 

I mention Hugh Richardson as I find the author has not consul
ted him nor seems to have read Richardsons's Tibetan Precis (194,,), 
'Karmapa Sect, a historical note' (jRAS, London 19,8-9), or 'The Poli
tical Role of the Four Sects in Tibetan History' (Tibetan Review 1976 ). 
I also wish the author had read writings of Tn:vor Ling, Bardwell Smith 
or lesser beings like me about the doctrinal authority of the monks to 
temporal rule. Such readings would have redressed the balance of the 
book here and there, and in the event slips could have been avoided. 

I admit that the account presented by Franz Michael suffers 
from a number of errors and omissions; several may be termed major. 
Yet I would say without hesitation that Franz Michael's study is one to 
be reckoned with and no reader interested in Tibet md Tibetan poli
tical institutions can afford to ignore the book. 1 would discuss at 
length my differences with the author on several points later in the pages 
of this journal or elsewhere. In this introductory notice I highlight the 
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merits of a book which indeed fills a gap in our knowledge of So
ciety and State in Tibet that is now past. 

The most important contribution of the author is that though 
not well grounded in the language, he has ably exposed the misnomers 
and misgivings of Western experts on Tibet. A social scientist close 
to Max: Weber, the author rejects the label feudal or feudalism as alto
gether inapplicable to traditional Tibet. The author finds adequate 
and authentic data to challenge the English rendering of the Tibetan 
word 'miser' into "serf" and in my opinion rightly substitutes the term 
"subject" or "commoner". With the consolidation of Buddhist 
church, that is, Lamaist Order, the old aristocrats became public ser
vants or servants of the state and eventually the monks became superior 
to the aristocrats. When the Yellow Sect hierarch, the Dalai 
Lama, emerged as the temporal as well as spiritual ruler of Tibet, the 
aristocrats, old or new, would cultivate good relations with the monas
tic leaders to have their sons admitted into government ranks. The 
admission tests and training courses, however, would do credit to a 
bureaucratic system and the author has no hesitation to call the Tibetan 
polity a bureaucracy. I may add that no amount of cultivating the 
monks would ensure finds of incarnations in aristocrat families. As 
is borne out from facts of all sects of Tibet, incarnations have generally 
been found in ordinary, if not poor, families. Of the 14 Dalai Lamas 
only three were found in aristocratic households. 

"Rule by Incarnation" is the main title of the book. As the 
author has found, the first bid for temporal rule by a monastic head, 
the Sakya hierarch, did not go far while the rule by the Karmapa incar
nations introduced a spiritual sanction. The first Gyalwa Karmapa 
was born in I 110 and the first Gyalwa Rimpoche (Dalai Lama) was 
born in 1391. When the lineage of Dalai Lama was indisputably 
recognized as the lineage of Avalokitesvara (Chen-re-zi), rule by incar
nation was a fait accompli and this phenomenon continued undisturbed 
till the middle of this century. 

A book cannot be ignored because it is not written by a spe
cialist or because the author has no proficiency over the language. We 
know of a big volume on Tibetan polity, prior to Yellow Sect, from an 
author who reads and speaks Tibetan very ably and we remember what 
a mess it was. Franz Michael I must say has given a coherent account 
of Society and State in traditional Tibet; and what a wealth of data he 
collected by his visits to the Himalayan Buddhist monasteries and to 
Tibetans in exile in India and elsewhere. I cite the sub-heads under 
the chapter 'Government Agencies and Procedures'. These are: 
Management of Economic Affairs; Law and Legal Procedures; The 
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Military; Foreign Affairs; and The Art of Healing and the Role of 
Oracles. There are eight chapters and each has sub-heads to interest 
readers about Tibet. 

I conclude with author's reference to the Western scholars' 
"excessive disregard of the oral tradition in non-Western societies". 
I congratulate a Western Sinologist who has studied Tibet with sympathy. 

-" [This review is published in Tibetan Review for Auguut 198+. 
I have the kind permission of the Review to publish this in this Bulletm.] 

Nirmal C. Sinha 

Tibetan Studies in Honour of Hugh Richardson. Edited 
by Michael Aris and Aung San Suu Kyi. Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 
1980. Pp XX, 348, illustrations. 

Tibetan studies, now deSignated Tibetology, are presumed 
to be concerned only with Religion and Language. This notion is most 
prevalent in India despite the fact that the two pioneers, Alexander 
Csoma de Koros and Sa rat Chandra Das, had unveiled the diverse contents 
of Tibetan literature. 

The book under review records the proceedings of a seminar 
on Tibetan studies held in Oxford 1979. The seminar had thediffe
rent sections as follows-The Interior: Religion and Philosophy; The 
Interior: Linguistics and Bibliography; The Interior: Music, Medicine 
and Arts; The Interior: Further Considerations; The Western Border 
Lands and Ladakh; The Northern Border Lands and Mongolia; The 
Eastern Border Lands and China; and The Southern Border Lands and 
India. I need not t~numerate the names of the scholars whose contri
butions are collected in the volume nor the titles of the papers. I 
would straightway commend the book for both general readers and 
specialist students who desire to have a look into the many splendours 
of the discipline "Tibetology". All interested in Tibetan studies shall 
remain grateful to the editors for the thought of such wen planned and 
much needed introduction to the subject. 

The volume indeed covers such varied and such vast field that 
only a polymath can review it. I confess my incompetence to properly 
notice even a third of the contents though I have rec .. d with profit al
most all the papers. 'Three' is an auspicious figure in Tibet and 
Tibetan speaking world. I take the liberty of noticing only three from 
so many learned papers. 
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Christopher Beckwith in his paper "The Tibetan Empire in 
the West" describes the Tibetan activities and adventures in the West, 
beyond the Pamirs, between mid 7th century and mid loth century 
and draws on Chinese and Arabic as well as Tibetan sources. Though 
the Tibetan activities were mostly militarist and imperialist, "there 
was a very lively trade between Tibet and Arab Caliphate. Not only 
war material such a& chain mail armor but also silk brocades and other 
products were imported into Tibet, while Tibetan musk, the most 
highly prized perfume of the Middle Ages, as well as gold and other 
things went West." "h is only natural that along with the commerce 
went intellectual trade. For example the first two knovvn court phy
sicians translated, taught and practised Greek medicine". "In peace 
as in war early Tibet apparently had much more to do with the West 
than has generally been recognised." 

Lokesh Chandra in his paper "Oddiyana: a new interpreta
tion" contend&, with reason, that the first or original UddiyanaJUrg
yen was in South, India, not far from Kanchipuram. It may be noted 
that Nagarjuna, who discovered the Prajnaparamita texts, Cilme from 
the South. "The oldest of the texts of its genre the Astasahasrika 
Prajnaparamita clearly states that the Paramitayana originated in the 
South and spread to the east and later flourished in Uttarapatha." 

Seyfort Ruegg in his paper "On the reception and early history 
of Madhyamaka in Tibet" speaks about the Tibetan fidelity to the 
Indian traditions. Equally well read in S.1.nskrit and Tibetan, this scho
lar writes with authority on Tibetan scholar:>hip follOWing Santaraks
hita, Kamalasila or Bhavaviveka. I quote below from this paper a state
ment about the links between India and Tibet. 

"In order no doubt better to establish the specifiCity and 

identity of Tibetan culture and also of Tibetology as an academic dis

cipline, a tendency has recently appeared among some scholars to dis ... 

count connections between India and Tibet even in the area of Buddhist 

thought. Now, when we ackno'wledge the dependence of much of 

European philosophy on Plato or Aristotle we certainly do not put in 

qUe&tion the original contributions made by W cst European philoso

phers starting in mediaeval times; or when the Arabist notes the link 

between mediaeval Islamic and Greek philosophy he does not thereby 

deny ;;In specificity to Islamic philosophy. It is then suggested here 

that by the same token, the study of Buddhi;-,m in Tibet -and indeed of 

Tibetan civilization as a whole can lose nothing by fully acknowledging 

their close ties with the Buddhbm of India and with Indian civilization. 
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Tibetan studies can indeed only gain by being pursued in coordination 
with (but certainly not in subordination to) Indian studies. Obviously 
this procedure will in no way preclude us from recognising also the 
existence of other very important ties with Central Asia, China and 
even West Asia." 

The three papers, I have chosen to notice, bring to light the 

many languages, the many countries and the many traditions which 

form the essentials of Tibetology. A few scholars have studied the 

many aspects or the many issues of Tibet, past and present. Among 

these few, there is one who has great command over the language, 
colloquial and classical, and who has adequate on-the-spot knowledge 
of Tibet and her two neighbours, India and China. It was truly a 
happy idea that the proceedings of the Seminar should be dedicated 
as festschrift to this scholar, Hugh Edward Richardson, to celebrate his 
seventy fifth birthday (1980). David Snellgrove writes" An Apprecia
tion of Hugh Richardson"; and 'a complete bibliography' of the wri
tings of Hugh Richardson illustrates the diverse contents of Tibetan 
studies. I would suggest to the enterprising and competent scholars, 
Michael Aris and Aung Sang Suu Kyi, that the scattered articles, papers 
and book reviews of Hugh Richardson be collected and published as a 
homage in his eightieth year (1985"). These articles, papers and book 
reviews would most ably project the polychrome of Tibetology. 

Nirmal C. Sinha 
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COLOUR POSTCARDS 

A set of five colour postcards depicting scenes of Siliver Jubilee 
Inauguration, as detailed below, is on sale at our counter for Rupees Eight 
only. 

1. Lamas await Prime Minister's arrival 

2. Smt. Indira Gandhi in front of Institute premises 

3. Smt. Indira Gandhi inside the main hall 

4. Smt. Indira Gandhi admiring Sandalwood images 

5. Smt. Indira Gandhi observing rare manuscripts 
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